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Crystal Clear Auto Glass of Phoenix Expands Mobile Windshield
Replacement and Repair Services to Target Outer Cities of the Valley Where
Residents Have Longer Commutes

Residents of the Arizona valley who live outside of Phoenix can now receive fast mobile
services when they book an appointment with Crystal Clear for their cracked, chipped or
broken windshields and auto glass.

Phoenix, Arizona (PRWEB) July 04, 2016 -- Crystal Clear Auto Glass through
Phoenixwindshieldreplacement.com is excited to now provide expanded mobile services for Valley residents of
cities that surround Phoenix. What this means for customers is a fast quote and appointment scheduling that, in
some cases, can even be the same day of the call. Additionally, clients can expect free mobile services to the
location of choice outside of Phoenix where Crystal Clear technicians complete the chip repair or full
windshield replacement. It used to take longer and require more effort for outer city residents of the Valley to
get broken auto glass fixed. This was due in part to most of the glass repair shops being located in central
Phoenix and not having the resources or desire to provide adequate response and timely assistance to potential
clients living 30 minutes or more away from the shop's location. This is not the case any more now with Crystal
Clear's fast response mobile services and priority to all clients of the Valley. With multiple vans and
technicians, customers can quickly receive quality windshield replacement and repair on all types of glass
issues including cracked, chipped or even broken auto glass.

Expanded areas where Crystal Clear techs can now quickly arrive for auto glass replacement or windshield
repair include Tempe, Peoria, Glendale, Scottsdale, Gilbert, Chandler and Mesa among other surrounding
smaller cities and communities of the Valley of the Sun.

In addition to expanding mobile outreach to other supporting cities of Phoenix, Crystal Clear's staff of
technicians continue to improve on the time it takes to complete a windshield repair or replacement job while
still keeping consistent with the highest quality of workmanship. Before, it was common for a Phoenix resident
with damaged auto glass to need to plan, prepare and then physically take the car to a shop (usually in
downtown) and wait there while the work was performed. This process was not only inconvenient and time
consuming, but also potentially dangerous if the windshield was difficult to see out of while driving. Now,
Crystal Clear customers are encouraged to continue daily activities, usually at home or work, while the techs
perform the job at the location chosen when the appointment was made. This new level of flexibility makes
inconvenient and tedious windshield repair a thing of the past!

Another flexible option which Crystal Clear Auto Glass of Phoenix offers is free windshield replacement for
customers that have glass coverage within the insurance policy. It's never been easier or cheaper for residents of
Phoenix and local Valley cities to quickly get a new windshield! The process is simple and first involves
determining if a potential or returning client has an insurance policy with glass coverage included. This
information can either be retrieved by the individual contacting the insurance provider or by one of Crystal
Clear's staff members making the outreach on behalf of the potential or returning customer. Other information
that is typically determined also is the deductible amount. Some insurance plans have no deductibles where
others may have a $250 or $500 deductible that must be paid in order to receive the remainder covered by the
insurance provider. Once these details have been ascertained, a Crystal Clear technician will review and
confirm that the glass does in fact need a replacement, instead of a possible repair, and then locate the correct
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OEM or OEM equivalent piece. After this, the tech will go to the location that the client has chose when setting
up the appointment and fit the glass expertly to the vehicle. There's no need for this type of customer to pay
Crystal Clear Auto glass of Phoenix directly as the insurance provider and staff work out that arrangement. In
addition, a customer receiving a full windshield replacement with insured glass coverage is now entitled to
receive $150 cash back or gifts. On behalf of the staff and technicians, Crystal Clear Auto Glass looks forward
to serving the entire Phoenix metropolitan valley with the newly-expanded offering of quality mobile
automobile glass repair services!
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Contact Information
John Stevens
Crystal Clear Auto Glass
http://www.phoenixwindshieldreplacement.com
+1 4803056392

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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